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digitally divided

‣ We're still at 34% of Americans having no 
broadband at home. 

‣ 21% have no internet at all

‣ Adoption rate is slowing [1.5 yrs for last 1%]

‣ People who don't have broadband often 
don't want broadband

"one-in-10 non-users say they would like to start using the internet in the future."



this just in...
Three main reasons why the 34 % of non-adopting 
Americans don’t have broadband

‣ Cost

‣ Lack of digital literacy

‣ Broadband “not sufficiently relevant for them”

source: FCC’s National Broadband Plan Consumer Survey Broadband Adoption and Use in America



put more simply...

People who don't use the internet learn about it from other places, such as mainstream media



it's magic?

Put another way: We're aware of the Clarke quote "Any sufficiently advanced technology is 
indistinguishable from magic." people don't understand why computers will do SOME sorts of 
magic and not others. This is frustrating and confusing for them.



who cares?



who cares?

Please get online, 
thank you.



wish I had broadband...

It’s easier to use economies of scale to reach citizens over the internet: taxes, emergencies



You can do your taxes FOR FREE if you can get online.... for more than 30-60 minutes at a 
time. This is money in your pocket.



one problem solved



problem solving

‣ SWOT [strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, threats]

‣ GROW [goal, reality, options/
obstacles, way forward]

‣ My own approach....

we know these techiniques



A lot of this comes down to helping people solve problems, and saving money is one of the 
bigger problems you can help them with.



play it as it lays

so I'm going to talk about general strategies and then show some specific examples and 
places to look for more examples.



three steps
‣ advocate

‣ translate

‣ commiserate

1, 2, 3...

no more bullets



advocate

"You can 

do it"

you can emphasize support in lots of different ways [but it’s okay to not want to manage 
people’s emotional issues with their computers]. Here are some things that help me.



?!

Error messages are weird and confusing and rarely have good news. It’s okay to be confused 
by them.



neat 
skill!

Patrons often have skills that you do not, encourage them to see this as another skill to learn 
not “something they’re bad at”



grandkids, or 
bargain shopping, 
or dating, or saving 
money, or...

Ask “what is my motivation” or "what is their motivation?"



"Software often does ten thousand only sort of related things. I know maybe three hundred of 
them. You only need maybe thirty."
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translate

"This is 
familiar"



All web 2.0 stuff with few exceptions [youtube] comes down to boxes to put content [mostly 
text] into and ways to add metadata to that box of content and put it online so that boxes 
with similar stuff can be found near each other. Sound familiar.
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meta!



meta!



meta!



meta!



email

"Email is like your regular 
mail only you access it with 

robot arms.”

Try to get a metaphor that explains the basic characteristics, dispells misunderstandings.



blogging

"Blogging is like a 
newsletter only you deliver 

it online... and it's free."



microblogging

"Microblogging is a simple 
way to get content on your 
website, or get news about 
topics that interest you."



facebook

"Facebook is a cheap 
calendar announcement & 

RSVP system."



flickr

"Flickr is an easy way to 
put photos online, for 

free."



commiserate 
‣ It's not just you.

‣ It's okay to be frustrated.

‣ There are reasons some of this stuff 
is difficult even if it's mysterious to 
us

‣ Return to: What is the problem 
we're trying to solve?



examples



start small
‣ what can you email instead of mail?

‣ what can you put online instead of print?

‣ what can you get for free online instead of 
paying for?

‣ what can you repurpose to fit the needs of 
your community?



free or cheap... 
‣ web hosting for domains

‣ photos online

‣ web sites

‣ content management systems*

‣ videos online

pix!

* I'd start here



Iowa libraries with hotspots. Clickable map. Built with mapbuilder, for free, by Karen Burns.
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You can use facebook to highlight photos and even tag people in the photos you share. We've seen these smiley people 
on many library websites... but see how it's different when you see something you recognize.
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twitter backdoor

Twitter is good at doing little updates. This can be just learning about the weather or the 
sports scores, but it can also solve problems like this example, or even the more basic "How 
do I update my website" example.



not too 
tough!

Being able to record and upload [even transcribe] audio can help you share a community’s 
history with the community. You don’t have to be 2.0.... If the content exists, “surface” good 
content using other snazzier tools. Start small



The community likes to see itself. You can show the community back to itself. This is the 
most powerful tool we have, as small libraries.
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bigger ideas









hey 
cutie...

The Google Books project has been in the news lately. The big issue is books from the 20th 
century [i.e not born digital, not in copyright] Options for us include this DIY bookscanner, 
made from discarded parts. Lots of steps, but inexpensive and hey free book scans.
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Start small, dream big. Good luck.



end of part 1

questions?



Ethics of 
Library 2.0

<librarian.net/talks/brattleboro

Jessamyn West - librarian.net



What do we talk about when we talk about ethics? http://thelsw.org/node/63



2.0 thinking
what is it?

    * network effect requires network
    * the AJAXifed web requires broadband
    * e-government requires tech knowledge/ability
    * overcoming the digital divide requires more than a website
    * economies of scale break down with edge cases 



what does the cloud mean?



vs. reality
who is online?

    * 55% of US adults have broadband at home (25% low income)
    * Half between 50 and 64 have home broadband (19% over 65)
    * Dialup is getting more expensive as broadband is getting cheaper.
    * 50% of the people on earth have never made a phone call 
http://www.pewinternet.org/PPF/r/257/report_display.asp



Hello, the cloud, hello? However we think we know the general rules about telephones. People 
can't liten in, if they do, they need a warrant. There are laws. Right?



our strengths
our people, our communities

* Local supports us at the library; 2.0 feels like the anti-local
* Showing people themselves is a good way to make the net a "genuine option"



Two social/library community situations.... in a deep network users are already networked 
and libraries are responding to a situation that exists. in a shallow network like the one I 
work in libraries are setting up the connections and saying "this is what we think is 
important” The shallow network has more to think about...



our choices
ethically



Do patrons want to give up their privacy?  Do they understand what that means?  We sign 
contracts for them, sort of.  How do we set expectations?  What message do we send when 
we use these tools ourselves?  Do people who read every word on a page and type slowly ever 
do anything else is they're still reading the fine print? 



our agreements
for whom, with whom?



How many times have you installed software with a patron and just said "oh you don't have to 
read that, it just says you won't break the law, click okay...."



why we care
it affects us, and you

Libraries care why? This will affect our abilities in the areas of: Outreach, Reference and esp 
"User-generated content"



three examples
you may have heard of

Libraries care why? This will affect our abilities in the areas of: Outreach, Reference and esp 
"User-generated content"





combining data used to be hard, now it’s easy and largely automated. This is a porny 
website. People put photos of themselves and their iphones online. BUT some of the photos 
have geoloc data. oh my.





what needs doing

data we care about

what needs nailing down  - Sample privacy policy  explain: data collection, sharing, retention



data types
✴ relational/transactional
✴ personal data
✴ behavioral



getting a policy
parts & parcels



Getting a privacy policy    * Define your terms for novice users   * It's okay to set guidelines 
and acceptable use policies "we allow" in addition to "we don't allow"    * It's okay to moderate    
* Update as necessary, but try not to be reactive     * UC privacy policy pages and other library 
examples    * Social software policies 



worth the effort



Now more than ever. It’s not so much that we have to be there because it’s cool but that 
there are other reasons people are using social software and if we’re going to make the effort 
to be there we should make the effort to do it right and respect the values and boundaries of 
our patrons and staff.



thank you!
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questions?

"Use the Internet. Not too much. Mostly ___________________ ."  Mostly what?


